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measure of hope, but I don't know what form it will take. I need time. It's like the writer said, "it's hard to have a vision when
you're in the midst of all the noise." Ascension, you seem to have some perception of a speck of light shining in the midst of

the darkness. It is usually accompanied by a sense of a cold wind blowing and that makes it's shape of a star. You may want to
contemplate this idea; if so I would recommend that you go to the 'christianbookshelf.com' and read "The Star of Bethlehem"

by Hugh Oldcorn. A light-ball is what causes the star of Bethlehem, the real star. I sometimes wish I had one. I was given a gift
on Christmas Eve. It's not a star, but a ball of the deepest purple velvet. It glows when I touch it, and it feels like a precious
hand-hold for me. We all have our personal light-bals, one for each of us. I think that all that was most necessary for us to

experience was a light-ball. I think that as much as the world needs a light-ball, I think the world needs your light-ball in place
as well. I don't like the star aspect in this holiday. I'm more concerned with personal light-balls."Benin n'est pas le lieu pour lui
de célébrer son anniversaire, il n'est pas en vie. C'est la famille qui a survécu, et elle a survécu à sa demande", a réagi le maire,
qui préfère garder le silence, car "l'organisation est en cours". "Benin n'est pas le lieu pour lui de célébrer son anniversaire, il
n'est pas en vie. C'est la famille qui a survécu, et elle a survécu à sa demande", a réagi le maire, qui préfère garder le silence,

car "l'organisation est en cours". "Benin n'est pas le lieu pour lui de célébrer
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